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In ancient China, “painter” was not a standalone profession, because the art of
painting was part and parcel of the practices of a “traditional scholar”. Wang Wei, for
example, was a masterful painter in the Tang Dynasty, and at the same time a
musician, a poet, a calligrapher and a politician.1 Although in modern times, the
realm of art is seen as far apart from the domain of public administration, for ancient
Chinese scholars endeavour such as the arts, politics and philosophy are connected by
their subordination under the one and the same Dao, the way - the basic Chinese
belief in an order and harmony in nature. The grand concept originated in remote
times from observation of the movement of heavenly objects and reflections on their
impacts on nature and human activities. The Dao is seen as the underlying pattern of
nature that regulates both the heaven and its counterpart on earth.
Despite the underlying connections perceived between all spheres of human
activities, artistic activities occupied a special place in the heart of ancient Chinese.
American scholar, George Rowley, found that“the Chinese way of looking at life was
not primarily through religion, or philosophy, or science, but through art. All their
other activities seem to have been colored by their artistic sensitivity.”2 Artistic
practice differs from philosophy or politics or the sciences in that it requires a
coordination between the inner and outer resources, which has often been referred by
Chinese painters as “heart and hand in accord”. The way of painting requires not only
a craftsmanship that skillfully weaves ink on paper to form a coherent piece, but also
a firm grasp of the nature of reality and the harmony between man’s lived conditions
with nature. It is this close relationship between the Dao of living and the Dao of
painting that largely accounts for the continuity of Chinese painting and has given
paintings meaning, substance and quality. It is also this interrelationship between the
Dao of living and the Dao of painting that this essay is concerned about.
The idea of harmony between man and nature can be a rather foreign idea to
modern Westerners who tend to think of nature as object of conquest. The Cartesian
project of mind-body dualism has also left its trademark on the psyche of modern men
who are accustomed to perceive the mind and the physical body as two separate
categories. However, such ideas are increasingly challenged by modern science and
people who are concerned about ethics. Newton’s theories present a worldview of a
Wang Wei was a Chan Buddhism practitioner. Many celebrated painters were practitioners of Chan Buddhism,
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mechanistic universe where independent objects act on and are acted upon by each
other. Yet modern science challenges the mechanistic worldview with the discovery of
quantum mechanics which hints at a mind-dependent universe. It is discovered in the
double-slit experiment that the mere act of observing a phenomenon invariably
changes it. For philosophers of ethics, the ethical bearing of people’s actions logically
cannot follow from natural occurrences. To people who put forward arguments
juxtaposing natural order and human affairs, they are accused of committing the
“naturalistic fallacy” - deducing “what ought to be” from “what is the case”. Though
logically sound, the dissociation between natural order and ethical codes in human
affairs has produced many grave problems in our modern era, especially in the realm
of natural disasters that threaten the livelihoods of future generations. All of these are
reasons to doubt the accepted modern paradigm of a mind-independent external
reality separated from human cognition.
Whilst modern metaphysics posits that there is an independent external reality,
Daoist philosophers do not believe so. Central to Daoist’s metaphysics is the concept
of Dao, which is described as “the eternal and omnipresent actual reality” or “the
original source of the myriad things.”3 Whereas Western traditions take reality to be
the single manifested one, Daoism conceives of two Dao that are both central to
metaphysical conception– the constant Dao 常道 which is said to be the source of
all manifestations and the manifested Dao 非常道 which is the one thousand things
万 物 .4 Furthermore, unlike in Western traditions where the manifested reality is
distinct from its creator, the constant and the manifested Dao are within each other –
the constant Dao gives rise to the one thousand things and each manifestation contains
within itself the constant Dao5. In this paradigm, reality is not set aside as a separate
ontological category from the mind. Rather, people and other things (in conventional
parlance) are all given rise by Dao. Dao is both transcendent above the manifested
beings in the world (the constant Dao) and immanent within the myriad beings (the
manifested Dao). In conventional thoughts, different things are thought of as having
distinct essences which separate one from the other. Rather than assume that there is
some fixed, precise and determinate essence that accurately differentiates the
manifested beings in the world, Daoists believe that the manifested world is in a
constant flux. There is no essence in manifested beings, except for the constant Dao
that continuously shapes the development of all6.
These ideas are not only coherent with the newest discovery in modern science
but also illuminate an ethical way of life based on men’s harmony with nature, which
Laozi illustrated two thousand years ago in Tao Te Ching. Passages in Tao Te Ching
sees frequent juxtaposition between the natural and human world where value norms
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follow from natural order. Consider the example:
“The whole world recognizes the beautiful as the beautiful, yet this is only the ugly; the
whole world recognizes the good as the good, yet this is only the bad. Thus Something and
Nothing produce each other; The difficulty and the easy complement each other; The long and the
short offset each other; The high and the low incline towards each other; Note and sound
harmonize each other; Before and after follow each other. Therefore, the sage keeps to the deed
that consists in taking no action and practices the teaching that uses no words. The myriad
creatures rise from it yet claims no authority; It gives them life yet claims no possession; It
benefits them yet exacts no gratitude; It accomplishes its task yet lays claim to no merit. It is
because it lays claim to no merit that its merit never deserts it.”7

The Daoists’ conception offers a distinct solution to the “is-ought gap” and in so
doing, connects their metaphysical conception with value norms capable of guiding
human behaviour. A.G.Graham notes the “subjectivising, Chinese” assumption that
“the knowing of li 理 is inseparable from the reactions it patterns.”8 Graham sees a
network of connections among things and these “things” include human responses.
The mind is not set aside as a separate ontological category, but rather is part of the
whole. In this way, Daoist metaphysics opens the infinite possibilities for individuals
to cultivate themselves according to Dao, and for society to attain harmony
constituted by cohesion between social groups as well as harmony with nature.
These Daoist ideas have been part of the Chinese mind and are shown through the
way the Chinese paint. The rest of the essay will use a famous Chinese landscape
painting Early Spring by Guo Xi as a case study.
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Figure 1: Guo Xi, Early Spring , China, c. 10729

Figure 2: Scholar’s description of Early Spring10

Guo Xi, Early Spring , China, c. 1072, hanging scroll, ink and light colors on silk, 158.3 × 108.1 cm (62.3 × 42.6
inches). National Palace Museum, Taipei.
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Chinese paintings use only black ink and leave much space empty. This
black-and-white colour play reflects the Daoist idea of yin and yang - the two
complementary and interpenetrating forces whose movement give rise to all.

Figure 3: Taijitu 太极图

The same idea is exemplified in the Daoist symbol of Taijitu, in which forces of
yin and yang represented by regions of black and white compliment and penetrate
each other in a circle of movement.
In Early Spring, there are not any fixed boundaries between objects. The
boundaries between objects are very vague and the same brush of black ink seems to
enliven many “different things” in one breath. This metaphorically reflects the Daoist
idea of no fixed essences within the manifested beings and that the same constant Dao
gives rise to the one thousand beings.
In this way, appreciators of Chinese paintings may be able to better grasp Daoist
ideas through metaphorical imagination than deducing meanings through reading a
Daoist texts. One may attempt to grasp Daoist philosophy from Tao Te Ching but will
probably get confused by the profuse use of paradoxes and the texts’ multiplicity of
meanings. Tang Junyi, a Daoist scholar, represents this sensitivity of contexts in
finding six different notions of Dao in Tao Te Ching11(1) Dao as the unifying totality of the various principles in all things (有贯通义理之用之道
youguantongyilizhiyongzhidao), expressed in their concrete characteristics and behavior,
existing immanently within them rather than beyond them;
(2) Dao as the nameless objective transcendent metaphysical substance ( 形 上 道 体
xingshang daoti) from which all reality emerges, which is beyond all apperception and
predication;
(3) Dao as named and manifested (道相 daoxiang), that is, through such terms as weakness,
return, mother, mystery, and the like;
Tang Junyi ,Zhongguo Zhexue Yuanlun Daolun Pian 中国哲学原论 · 导论篇 (Introduction, Comments on
Chinese Philosophy).
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(4) Dao as identical to De, Virtue or Virtuosity, which Tang sees as a sometimes used in
distinction to Dao but at other times as an alternate denotation of the ontological identity and
cosmological function of Dao;
(5) Dao as the guiding principle for the cultivation of Virtue and other practical applications,
in ethical and political life;
(6) Dao as ideal or original state of persons and things.

This is sometimes made more complicated by logical paradoxes such as the
co-existence of the speakable and non-speakable Dao. Language confers meaning
through the analytical power of the mind. Different words are understood as carrying
a meaning. Sentence structure and a language’s syntax dictate the logical relationship
between words. Languages function well in common activities, but do not work as
well in metaphysical matters - subjects above forms, because metaphysical ideas
expressing whole reality cannot be reduced to logical categories.
The inadequacy of analytical reasoning as a way of grasping Daoist philosophy
opens the door to a philosophical position called radical empiricism in Chinese
paintings and correlative/metaphorical thinking. William James’s radical empiricism
involves the capacity to experience relations and to count them as just as real as the
senses. He rejects a dualistic worldview and considers pure experience to be the
answer to the objective-subjective divide. Radical empiricists see the rational
abstraction of reality as concealment of deeper meanings as what is made “clear and
distinct” must belie the dim and fuzzy relations of the real experiential world. Art,
says Whitehead, refers to just those elements in experience which are "dim, massive,
and important"; these provide for art the "final background of time apart from which
its effects fade." So "the type of Truth which art seeks lies in the eliciting of this
background to haunt the object presented for clear consciousness.”12
Vagueness is precisely a feature of Daoist philosophy and Chinese paintings. It
seems that grasping Daoist philosophy from the deeper consciousness afforded by
aesthetic experiences requires an alternative account of thinking as well, where
imagination works better than analysis. The phenomenologist Edmund Husserl gave
an account of the function of imagination. According to Husserl, “one isolates a
particular region of being, and focuses on some particular concept or sense. One then
imagines an instance of something constituted through that sense and then varies in
imagination particular properties, one after another, altering and transforming the
imagined instance.” The type of thinking involved is closely approximated by what
A.G.Graham identified as the “correlative, analogical, metaphorical” mode of
classification over the “analytic, causal, metonymic” mode. Correlative groupings are
loose, metaphorical and ad hoc in character, producing concepts that are “image
clusters in which complex semantic associations are allowed to reflect into one
another in such a way as to provide rich, indefinitely ‘vague’ meanings. Aesthetic
associations dominate.” Here, the connections are not necessarily mutually exclusive;
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they are temporary, beholden to the contexts where the relations are held13. This
intriguingly fits the Daoist conception of reality where correlations exist as contingent
phenomena – the manifestations.
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Figure 4: Daoist ideas from Early Spring based on metaphorical and correlative thinking

Grasping Daoist philosophy from Chinese paintings opens the door to many
interesting questions. Pondering about Daoist philosophy makes us question many
deep-rooted assumptions we hold about the nature of reality, such as the existence of a
mind-independent real world, and the mind-body duality. Daoist thought contributes a
refreshing angle where human beings actively cultivate themselves based on a
faithfulness to their present experience in a way that is harmonious with, rather than
combative against nature. After all, aren’t we part of the natural order after all?
In the modern world, experiences are sometimes termed as primitive whereas
rational thought the epitome of sophistication and intelligence. The case study raises a
curious challenge where rationally-imposed categories undermine our real encounter
with experiences. Western rationality hinges on making distinctions and forming
logical relationships. Yet Eastern thought takes the apparent distinctions as
inconsequential matters of mere appearances. The distinction is inconsequential and
temporary whereas the underlying process is what really matters and that is
unspeakable, non-reducible and eternal. Traditional ways to knowing seem to hinge
largely on the assumption that sameness and differences are the underpinnings of
what makes the world intelligible. Eastern thought questions this very approach by its
emphasis on the relationship between wholeness and parts, and the context-sensitive
process through which they interact. This opens the gate to acknowledging further the
importance of our capacities for experiencing the world in full and as a whole. That
capacity may not be rational, logical in the traditional sense, but freer, infinitely more
playful and imaginative.
The integration of the Eastern and Western thoughts may be the answer to the
current spiritual crisis in the world, where human beings feel alienated from the
environment, their very experiences and feel compelled to hide behind the hail of
rationality. A spiritual salvation may start from how we view the world, how we make
the world intelligible. Eastern art and thought may provide some invaluable insights
for this endeavour.

